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Hayley: Rebecca’s best friend for who-knows-how-long. Looks more
tomboy then Rebecca.
Rebecca: twenty-something madly in love with…… something. Not a
particularly look for her but she's mostly put together. Dress
nicely yet casual
Open on the front of a small Cafe. Then inside where we see one
girl (Rebecca) sitting alone with a chair in front of her. She
looks like she's waiting for someone. While she's waiting she is
stirring coffee creamer in her coffee mug with a spoon. Close up
on her and the coffee mug. We hear the jingle of the front door
opening of the cafe. she looks up to see it's her best friend
(Hayley) walking in. They both smile at each other as Hayley
walks closer to where Rebecca is sitting as Rebecca stands up to
meet her with a hug.
Rebecca
Hey
Hayley
Hey
hugs in front of the table. Both sit at the table.
Rebecca
Thank you so much for coming.
Hayley
You know I wouldn't miss it for the world. Besides I need to
know who this guy is that you’ve been texting me about.
Rebecca

I know. I'm so excited for you to meet him finally. We’ve been
going out for awhile and I think things are getting pretty
serious
Hayley
Ohhhhh really. How serious?
Rebecca blushes
Hayley
Ooooo. Now I really need to meet this guy. When is he meeting us
here?
Rebecca
He’ll be here in a little while. He was on a run and wanted to
freshen up before he came here.
Waiter / waitress comes over to take Hayley order
Waiter / waitress
Hello ma’am what can I get you to drink today?
Hayley
Can I just get a iced tea, sweetened please.
Waiter / waitress
Right away
Hayley
Thanks
Waiter / waitress walks away. Hayley gets right into the
conversation.

Hayley

Where did you meet this guy anyway? Please not Tinder again.
Rebecca
Why? What’s wrong with Tinder? Because of Luke?
Hayley
Yes. He was an asshole using you and you deserved so much
better. I just don't want you to get hurt again
Rebecca
I learned my lesson.
Hayley
Good. So If it's not on Tinder you met this guy, how did you
meet him? Work? Gym?
Rebecca
Instagram
Hayley
(asks in a confused voice) How?
Rebecca
Well one day I was just scrolling through my Instagram, you know
that recommended page that has all those accounts you would be
interested in following.
Hayley
Oh. So he’s a model?
Rebecca
Kind of. Anyway, I came across his account and I couldn't help
but scroll through all his pictures and I thought he was cute so
I followed him.

Hayley
Aaaannnnddddd?
Rebecca
And, He followed me back and we started messaging.
Hayley
Ohh. How many dates have you been on with this guy?
Waiter / Waitress returns with Hayley's drink. She thanks him/
her silently.
Rebecca starts to blush
Rebecca
A few. He loves the outdoors. You know camping, going to the
park, the beach. So those are where most of our dates takes
place.
Hayley
Really? You've never been an Outdoors sort of person.
Rebecca
I know, he brings out a different side of me! But not all of our
dates are Outdoors, sometimes we have movie nights and we just
sit on the couch and cuddle together.
Hayley
Netflix and chilling
Rebecca slaps Hayley's arm playfully as Hayley takes a sip of
her drink.
Rebecca
Stop it.

Hayley
Ok Ok. So what does he look like. You’ve never sent me a pic of
him.
Rebecca
I don't really have any good pictures of him, but his insta is
full of selfies. He’s blonde with the most beautiful brown eyes.
He’s super loyal and he'll get me anything I ask. He's very
affectionate and always want someone to hold him.
Hayley
Cute. Very cute.
Rebecca
Yeah, I just love spending time with him
Hayley
He’s sounds great
Rebecca
(gets a text on phone)
OH. He’s outside! I’ll go get him.
Rebecca gets up and walks outside of the cafe. Hayley's chair is
facing a way from the door.
Front facing shot of Hayley's in her chair as a door opens and
closes behind her but you cannot see who has entered.
Still having the camera face Hayley. Rebecca says off camera
Rebecca
Okay honey, this is my friend Hayley. Hayley this is my
boyfriend, Max

Hayley gets out of her seat to greet Max and the camera turns
with her.
Hayley
It’s so nice to meet you…..
Hayley is standing and looking in front of her but no one is
there standing next to Rebecca.
Camera pans down. There’s a dog!
Rebecca
Well what do you think Hayley? He’s a cutie!
Hayley just stands there. Confused.
Fade out

